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The undergraduate's course in medicine should be primarily educational: its object is to produce
not a fully qualified doctor but an educated man who will become fully qualified by postgraduate
training.

Royal Commission on Medical Education.1

Medical education must be conceived as the effort to train students in the intellectual techniques
of inductive science.

Flexner, A..2

w
1. Present position

ITHIN the past 20 years the teaching of British undergraduate medical students
in the setting of general practice has increased dramatically.3-6 This development

has been given support by the Royal College of General Practitioners 7 which formalised
its view (1966) that " general practice must find its place in every medical school "; by
the Royal Commission on Medical Education,1 and by the General Medical Council,8
which in 1967 expressed the view that " in addition to systematic instruction and clerk¬
ships in hospital, the student should be introduced to the field of general medical
practice."

This change has not been confined to Britain, as parallel trends are obvious in many
countries such as Canada, Holland, East Germany, Israel, and the United States of
America.

Origins
The motivation for introducing general practice into the undergraduate curriculum,
however, has diverse origins. In part, it has stemmed from the economic need to promote
an adequate body of community clinicians who can take the weight off hospital services,
and in part, from an increasing awareness of the social role of the clinician. This awareness
has been expressed by Funckenstein :9

" Medical schools are now educating physicians who are highly competent scientists,
superb at diagnosing and treating complicated medical problems and doing research.
The failure of the medical schools is ... (that) the great majority of today's graduates .. .

are not interested in or suited to handle the day-to-day needs of patients."
These are cogent arguments, but if the view of the Royal Commission, quoted above,

is accepted then these arguments are more forceful as reasons for providing an adequate
postgraduate training for community clinicians than as reasons for changing the
undergraduate's education.

Certainly they are not arguments which will necessarily convince members of
university senates that there is need to incorporate a new discipline into the undergraduate
medical curriculum. Many hospital teachers of medicine, while accepting the clinician's
need of postgraduate training, will take the view that traditional hospital-based education
provides all that the student needs, that there are strong arguments (e.g. curricular
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congestion and lack of suitable teachers) against introducing undergraduates to general
practice teaching on any scale, and that if the student is to be taught to think the last
place to do it is in general practice.
Need to rethink
It is time we examined critically the validity of using general practice as a setting for
undergraduate teaching. The fact that perhaps 50 per cent of students will subsequently
enter general practice, is not a good enough reason as their vocational needs can be met
by postgraduate training.

Four questions arise. Does general practice:
(1) Provide a learning situation which will assist the student to understand the

intellectual bases of medicine?
(2) Fulfill the criteria of a university discipline?
(3) Provide any distinctive learning opportunities for the student, which could

not be equally achieved in hospital ?
(4) Provide for any of the inadequacies inherent in a hospital-based education ?

2. The intellectual basis of medicine
" II y a deux sorts de sens droit. Uesprit de geomitrie et Vesprit de finesse.".Pascal.

For the student a clear understanding of the intellectual basis of medicine and of
the distinction between scientific and non-scientific thinking is important.

Early on in his career, the student needs to perceive that all information derived
from observation falls into two basically different categories." sign " information and
" content" information.

Sign information
This resembles closely that transmitted in artificial communication systems. In a given
context each sign is specific and unambiguous; and the sign cannot distort or alter the
coder's intention (e.g. the letters of the alphabet). Secondly, the sign information operates
within a finite system (e.g. the human voice can only produce a finite number of phonemes.
These can be encoded by a finite number of signs.) Thirdly, because it is both specific
and operating within a finite system, sign information reduces uncertainty.either by
increasing probability to one or by conveying some lesser degree of probability.

For example, " The left conjunctiva is red " is a sign message.
' red ' is specific

and operates within a finite system (of colours). ' left' and ' conjunctiva' are equally
specific. The message reduces uncertainty to a probability of one. Equally the statement
" The left conjunctiva is not red " is a sign message reducing uncertainty albeit to a

probability of less than one.

Content information
This by contrast, comprises information which connotes attributes, which cannot be
quantified and which does not necessarily reduce uncertainty.

For example, the patient who complains " I have a painful tender swelling " is
transmitting content information.

This distinction is important because it is the foundation on which two different
modes of thinking.the scientific and the non-scientific.are built.

Scientific and the non-scientific
In the growth and differentiation of knowledge during the past 500 years a major
dichotomy has developed between the ' scientific' and the * non-scientific' (the
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contemporary corollaries of which have been discussed by C. P. Snow in The Two
Cultures.1* It is likely that the present-day student as he passes through medical school
and hospital will come to revere the scientific, avoid the non-scientific, and fail to
identify the essential difference between the two.

Words have created much confusion for him here ' science' being commonly
used in its derivative sense of' knowledge ' and ' scientific' in a more particular sense,
denoting only those fields of knowledge with certain characteristics. Poppern has
described his early involvement with the problem " when should a theory be ranked
as scientific?"

" Among the theories which interested me, Einstein's theory of relativity was by
far the most important. Three others were Marx's theory of history, Freud's psycho¬
analysis, and Adler's so called ' Individual Psychology'. . . . I began to feel more and
more dissatisfied with these three theories and to feel dubious about their claim to
scientific status."

Popper argued that the essential characteristic of a scientific theory was that it
enabled predictions to be made which could then be subject to refutation. The possibility
of refutation was the hallmark of the scientific theory. By contrast, theories which did
not enable prediction (and hence allow refutation) were not scientific, though they might
well be of great interpretative value.

If this distinction is accepted then two things are plain. First, that while sign
information can be handled in a * scientific' manner, content information cannot.
Second (the obverse) that scientific method can only deal with sign information, but
not with content information.

Ground roots of medicine
Every clinician (in all branches of medicine) works both with sign information and
content information: with observations amenable to scientific method and with observa¬
tions which are not so amenable. The intellectual basis of medicine has always lain in
both worlds, constituting a bridge between them. Because it demands both a familiarity
with the scientific world.Vesprit de geometrie.on the one hand; and with the world
of intuition and imagination.Vesprit de finesse.on the other, medicine can lay fair
claim to being one of the most civilising of the educational disciplines. But, equally,
whenever undue emphasis is given to either component (e.g. in the theorising non-scientific
medicine of Greek classicism, or the pre-eminently scientific approach of the early
twentieth century) a forme fruste results leading either to a lower emphasis on mathe¬
matical precision, which lacks the insights of the non-scientific or to a dependence
on intuition which lacks available precision.

The student must learn this duality in medicine, clearly and firmly, early on in his
education. He is more likely to do so if part of his learning is set in general practice
than if he learns exclusively in institutions dedicated to the scientific approach.

3. Defining new disciplines
Criteria
As knowledge enlarges, the university has to decide which * new' subjects can validly
be incorporated into its life. What criteria of selection do universities apply; and how
far does general practice fulfill them?

First, the subject must provide opportunities for education, and not solely for train¬
ing. The hallmark of training is its particularity. It is concerned primarily with the
preparation of an individual for specific tasks, i.e. with skills (and only with knowledge
insofar as it is relevant to skills). By contrast, the hallmark ofeducation is its universality.
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It is not primarily directed to a specific task, nor is it confined to skills and their related
knowledge, but is concerned as well with modes of thinking, and attitudes.

Second, the subject must provide the student with an opportunity to cultivate his
capacity for intellectual integration.the capacity to draw on, and apply, concepts and
modes of thinking from other areas of knowledge.

The objectives of teaching, learning and research are not the monopoly of universi¬
ties. Indeed, if the university.in comparison with other institutions of tertiary education
.has any distinctive objectives, they lie in this area of intellectual integration. Histori¬
cally, a striking example of intellectual integration was the mediaeval development of
anatomy, initiated not by physicians but by artists.Raphael, Michelangelo, Durer
and Leonardo. It was Leonardo, indeed, who first questioned the classical views of
Galen: and so paved the way for Vesalius in Padua. Implicit in its name, the university's
educational objectives are not confined to the teaching and learning of factual knowledge,
or to the acquisition of skills; or to the prosecution of research but include, in addition,
the cultivation of a critical judgment based on a wide understanding.

Thirdly, and in order to fulfill the first two criteria, the subject must have its own
field of research.

In contrast to these three criteria, it is clear that the university's selection of disciplines
is not (and cannot be) based on the degree to which a subject is * primary '

or
* derivative.'

Most of the disciplines traditionally accepted by universities are largely derivative.
For example, medicine (historically one of the earliest faculties) lies well out on the
periphery of many different chains:

ANATOMY
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BEHAVIOURAL -

SCIENCES

MATHEMATICS .

.-Physiology

.Biochemistry
^Pharmacology

Anthropology
Sociology
Psychology

I
Perception and
communication theory

Decision-making theory
Biostatistics

Figure 1
Derivative disciplines

MEDICINE
Education
theory

Looked at in this way, it becomes clear that the more derivative a discipline is, the
greater is its integrative educational component.

General practice as a university discipline
If these criteria for the selection of new disciplines:

(1) A distinctive aggregate of knowledge, skills and modes of thinking, which can

be translated into educational objectives.
(2) A distinctive field of research
(3) A capacity to cultivate intellectual integration

are accepted, what of general practice? Is it to be considered an intellectual discipline,
rightly to be included in a university, and relevant to the students' education?
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Two arguments are commonly heard against such a view:
1. That general practice is not' scientific'.

This argument is based on a misconception of the intellectual basis of medicine.
While it is of the greatest importance to extend a scientific approach to those
areas of medicine which can be expressed in terms of sign information and
probability, it is illusory to suppose the whole field of medicine is ultimately
capable of such handling.

2. That general practice is far too derivative from medical ' specialties' to be
considered an academic discipline. This argument stands logic on its head
for if indeed general practice were more derivative than other branches of
clinical medicine than it offers, by the same token, a more integrative edu¬
cational experience.

The intellectual ground roots of general practice are no more and no less ' deriva¬
tive ', no more and no less 'scientific', than those of other branches of clinical medicine.
It is illogical to suggest that, on these characteristics, institutional medicine is validly an

academic discipline, while general practice is not. Both are.or neither.

4. Academic contributions of general practice

1. Educational objectives
In its contribution to the undergraduate's education, general practice must.for soundly
practical reasons.be specific, confining itself to objectives which are more effectively
achieved in the setting of general practice than anywhere else. For example:

1. To widen the student's clinical experience of illness
2. To show the student differing concepts of normality.statistical, actuarial and

homeostatic
3. To show the student aspects of human development
4. To show the student human reactions to commonly occurring stresses

5. To show the natural histories of illness, and how they may be modified by
intervention

6. To show the multifactorial origins of illness and how these condition the
management of the patient's problems

7. To show the skills, methods of thought, and attitudes required to achieve the
primary detection, definition, and resolution of patients' problems

8. To show the nature of the interactions between patient and doctor and the
ways in which this may affect the patient's health

9. To show groups of patients with common needs.

All these are more appropriately achieved in the setting of general practice than
anywhere else. Thus there is no problem in defining specific contributions of general
practice to the student's education: the problem lies, rather, in determining the priorities
demanded by limited resources.

Not all of these objectives are equally appropriate at a given stage of the student's
development. Some have relevance to his preclinical studies (especially in behavioural
science) some are more appropriate to his first clinical year, others to his second clinical
year, some to both. Nor should the " advantage in offering opportunities for special
study during the undergraduate period "8 be neglected, for an * elective' period in
general practice may provide him with a valuable educational opportunity.
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2. Research
The specific educational contributions of general practice are paralleled by its distinctive
field of clinical and operational research.

At every consultation the general practitioner is directly concerned with:
(a) aetiological factors: with the significance of presenting symptoms and signs,

with the natural progression of the malady, and the effects of intervention.
These he approaches from the uniquely privileged position of long continued
accessibility.

(b) the problems of perception and communication inherent in the primary
assessment, and management of his patient's problem(s).

(c) the provision of continuing care geared optimally to the needs and circum¬
stances of his patient.

These form the basis of his specific research field.
More than 60 years ago, Mackenzie wrote of the individual practitioner's oppor¬

tunities for clinical research, comparing them favourably with " the more recondite
methods used in well equipped hospitals and laboratories."13 A rejuvenated recognition
of these opportunities has been cited in the past 15 years by the greatly increased output
of clinical studies and md theses from general practice.
3. Integrative contribution
Finally, general practice brings a major integrative contribution to the undergraduate's
studies. By its very nature it draws together a diversity of insights into the physical,
psychological and social components of the patient's malady and demonstrates to the
student that " oneness and wholeness of knowledge " which Jaspers 10 emphasised as a

characteristic of university education.

5. Future

General practice may assist the student to understand the intellectual basis of medicine;
it may fulfill the criteria of a university discipline, it may provide distinctive contributions
to learning, research and integration, yet is there any need to introduce it into an already
tightly-packed curriculum?

Institutional inadequacies
So long as the student's clinical learning is confined to the institution, its content is
inevitably restricted, since therapeutic advance and economic pressures alike combine
progressively to restrict the range of illness managed in hospital.

More important are the restrictions set on the student's involvement with concepts.
To which setting.institution or community.can the concepts of normality (statistical,
prognostic and homeostatic) of adaptative reactions (both physical and psychological),
of human development, or of human behaviour, be more readily demonstrated? The
answer is not in serious doubt.as ethologists have known for many years.

" It has
become clear "

says Huxley,14 " that animals do not reveal the possibilities of their
nature and behaviour, nor the full range of their diversity except in conditions of
freedom ". Are humans different?

Nor does the matter, unfortunately, rest there, for a clinical education confined to
the hospital may well limit the student's understanding of clinical method and of its
inherent limitations. Two brief examples will suffice:

(a) Clinical consultation is conducted not on an inductive, but on a hypothetico-
deductive pattern of thinking. Data are assembled, a hypothesis formed,
further data obtained to support or refute the hypothesis; and action taken
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accordingly. Yet Flexner wrote of inductive science as the primary concern
of medical education. This is indeed an astonishing assertion from one so

experienced in this field, and perhaps can only be explained by his educationally-
institutional upbringing.

(b) A second illustration is seen in the problems associated with nosological
classification. Nowhere in his hospital education is the student taught to
question the value of traditional nosology. Yet he cannot be in community
practice long before he is obliged to rethink critically the basis, the value, and
the limitations of clinical classification.

Issues
The specific contribution of general practice to the undergraduate's medical education
has now become of major importance. For with the increasing technology of medicine,
institutions have become increasingly important for much medical training but increas¬
ingly less suitable for medical education.

If this contribution is to be fulfilled, issues will have to be faced.
1. By university faculties of medicine

(a) Traditionally, faculties of medicine defined their objectives in vocational terms.
This sprang from the apprenticeship concept of student education; and from
the need to produce * safe doctors ' at graduation. With the growth of know¬
ledge, this is no longer possible; provision for a period of vocational training
has become essential; and this provision, in turn, allows the undergraduate
emphasis to shift from training to education.
Thus a new prominence must be given to undergraduate teaching in general
practice commensurate with its educational potential.

(b) Faculties must provide adequately for teaching in both community medicine
and in general practice. Community medicine " deals with populations rather
than individual patients "15 and derives from the disciplines of epidemiology,
biostatistics, and health administration. General practice is rooted in clinical
medicine. Their educational objectives are thus widely different yet closely
complementary, and neither can achieve the distinctive objectives of the other.

2. By general practitioners
The numbers of students involved cannot be provided for by full-time university teachers
in general practice. The * extended department'.co-ordinating the resources of selected
part-time teaching practitioners with those of the university department of general
practice.is a sine qua non.

This demands a corps of practitioners who are able, and willing, to think in terms
of educational (rather than vocational) objectives: and who are willing to subject service
commitments to the time-consuming preparation and thought which student teaching
demands.

3. By the Royal College of General Practitioners

Recently the College has concentrated its attention most valuably on vocational training
for general practice. It must now turn a similarly critical attention to the intellectual
basis of medicine, and to the objectives of undergraduate education.

While clearly recognising that responsibility for student programmes lies solely
with the universities, and that its contribution is necessarily indirect, the College can

valuably influence student teaching by the quality of its own thinking and, through its
Faculties, assist the university departments in the identification of potential teachers for
the ' extended departments '.
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